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Not only does the Extreme Force Special Edition include three packs of Extreme Force, but also 1 of 2 Super Rare variants of sought after 
tournament level cards as well as 1 of 2 Super Rare preview cards from the Spring 2018 booster set! Extreme Force features a number of powerful 
cards that Duelists can add to any Deck, as well as brand new strategies and individual cards to bolster old favorites, like Noble Knights. 
 
For Duelists who were late to the party incorporating Link Monsters into their Extra Deck, this set has several powerful new Link Monsters to help 
them catch up, including a LINK-4 monster that gains extra effects depending on the number of monsters used to Link Summon it. Duelists who use 
the maximum of 4 different monsters will receive the ultimate hand-sculpting power to draw 4 cards and then return any 3 cards from their hand to 
the bottom of the Deck.  
 
Extreme Force also introduces two new original strategies: one that preys on predictability and one that shatters preconceived notions about 
Pendulum Monsters! 
 
Knights of living metal that enforce the law of the machine planet! They can be Special Summoned into any column that already has 2 or more cards 
in it. These monsters and the brand new “World Legacy” cards in Extreme Force combine to entrap your opponent by shrinking the number of zones 
they can successfully play their cards in. Add in standout Trap Cards Fuse Line and Broken Line from Circuit Break and you can gain absolute 
mastery over the field! 
 
Inspired by Mythical Beast Cerberus, a favorite of Duelists in real life and in Yu-Gi-Oh! Duel Links, brand new mythical beasts emerge from the 
mists of time! Just like the original Mythical Beast Cerberus, these monsters gain Spell Counters when Spells are played that you can use to fuel 
their incredible monster effects, but that’s not all! This time, each Mythical Beast is a Pendulum Monster with its own Pendulum effect, so your cards 
are monsters when you need to Summon and Spells when you don’t! 
 
Additionally, Extreme Force introduces the Deck of extradimensional terrors played by Akira Zaizen in Yu-Gi-Oh! VRAINS in addition to adding 
more Cyberse monsters to pair with the Structure Deck: Cyberse Link as well as Altergeists and Rokket monsters to go with the strategies that were 
introduced in Circuit Break. You can watch each episode of the latest Yu-Gi-Oh! series soon after it finishes airing in Japan on 
http://www.crunchyroll.com/ (Simulcast currently available in the US and Latin America). 
 
Each Extreme Force Special Edition contains: 3 Extreme Force booster packs, 1 of 2 Super Rare variants of sought after tournament level cards and 1 
of 2 Super Rare preview cards from the Spring 2018 booster set. 
 
Keep watch on the Yu-Gi-Oh! TRADING CARD GAME product page to find out what variant cards will be included in the Special Edition! 
http://www.yugioh-card.com/en/products/se-exfo.html 
 
Case Item: 83615 Display Item: 83614 Deck Item: 83613  Pack Item: 83583 
    

 
CONFIGURATION:  
3 Packs, 1 Super Rare, 1 preview card per Deck 
12 Displays per Case 
10 Decks per Display 
 
DIMENSIONS & PALLETIZATION:  
Case – 20.5” x 15.5” x 11” (L,W,H)  
Display Box – 7.4375” x 6.8125” x 5” (L,W,H)  
Special Edition Box – 4.875” x 3.625” x 1.25” (H,W,D)  
20 Cases per Pallet, 4 Cases per Layer 
 

 
MSRP: $9.99 per Deck

 
PREORDER DEADLINE DATE: 12/11/2017
APPROX. PRODUCT SHIP DATE: 03/09/2018
STREET DATE: 03/23/2018
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